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Newscast - Evening - Larger Markets

- **DACA/DAPA: Sueño Roto/Broken Dream**, Xochitl Sandoval, KBLR
- **Noche de Elecciones**, Angel Covarrubias, Benjamin Zamora, Gabriel Preciado, Nathaly Acala, Giuliani Collato, KINC
- **KUSI News at 6PM**, Brittany Silverstein, Alyce Sadik, KUSI
- **10 News at 11PM: Violence Erupts at Police Protest**, Lori Herbold, KGTV
- **Deadly El Cajon Police Shooting**, Jessica Cox, NBC 7 San Diego
- **Violent Protests in North Carolina**, Jessica Cox, Dan Geduld, NBC 7 San Diego
- **Riots at Donald Trump Rally**, Jessica Cox, Dan Geduld, NBC 7 San Diego
- **10 News at 6PM: Tornado Warning Sounds in San Diego**, Frances Fedoriska, KGTV
- **10 News at 5PM: Donald Trump Takes San Diego by Storm**, Rose Arslan, KGTV
- **The Now San Diego: Wildfires Sparked by Summer Scorcher**, Chaas Toborg, KGTV
- **Contamination Chaos**, Thomas Holt, Brittany Edney, Shakala Alvaranga, Christopher Benka, Nebyou Solomon, KLAS

Newscast - Evening - Smaller Markets

- **In the Line of Duty**, Ariane Stroschein, Joseph Galli, Dante Walker, Michelle Guterman, Jami Gomez, KESQ
- **17 News at 5**, Michael Trihey, KGET

Newscast - Morning - Larger Markets

- **Fox 5 News This Morning**, Kristen Bernal, Judith Greene, Valarie Peritz, Julie Martorano, Cristi Jesse, KVVU
- **5.2 Earthquake Shakes San Diego Awake**, James Gorcos, KGTV
- **It Isn’t Always Sunny and 72 in San Diego-The Fox 5 Morning News**, Meagan Medick, FOX5 San Diego
- **Showdown on the Southeast Side- The Fox 5 Morning News**, Meagan Medick, Fox 5 San Diego
Newscast - Morning - Smaller Markets

- 17 News at Sunrise, Michael Trihey, KGET
- 23ABC News at 11AM, Leeza Starks, KERO

Newscast - Weekend – Larger Markets

- 10 News Weekend – Truck Careens Off Coronado Bridge, Matthew O’Connor, KGTV
- El Nino’s Powerful Punch, Mike Menninger, Marcella Lee, Steve Price, CBS News 8

Newscast - Weekend – Smaller Markets

- KSBY News at 11: Chimney Fire Evacuations, Selena Alvarado, Matt Van Slyke, KSBY
- 17 News at 5 Weekend, Michael Trihey, KGET

Journalistic Enterprise

- Darcy Spears Composite, Darcy Spears, KTNV
- Allison Ash Team 10 Composite, Allison Ash-Burke, KGT
- This One’s For Ponygirl, Christine Maddela, KVVU
- Candice Nguyen Journalistic Enterprise, Candice Nguyen, NBC 7 San Diego
- Adam Herbets 2016, Adam Herberts, KVVU
- Freed but Forgotten: A Proposition 46 Investigation, Kristen Hwang, Anthony Plascencia, The Desert Sun
- Steve Atkinson’s Composite: Covering San Diego is Like a Good Buzz That Never Ends, Steve Atkinson, KGTV
- 8 On Your Side: Solving Problems in Southern Nevada, Michelle Mortensen, Sarita Kichok, KLAS
- Silence Broken: A Message from the Mother of a Mass Murderer, Kimberly Hunt, KGTV
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- *San Diego In-Depth*, Luis Cruz, Howard Lipin, Lara Hochuli, Alejandro Tamayo, Sharon Heilbrunn, David Brooks, Allison Sampite-Montecalvo, Peter Rowe, Jeanette Steele, Beto Alvarez, *The San Diego Union Tribune*

Team Coverage

- *Presidential Debate at UNLV*, Mark Neerman, *KSNV*
- *Honoring a Fallen Hero*, Doris Lewis, *KGTV*
- *23ABC News – Erskine Fire at 5PM*, Leeza Starks, *KERO*
- *Donald Trump Rallies in San Diego*, Nina Thompson, Jason Guinter, *NBC 7 San Diego*
- *Masacre En Orlando*, Martha Saldana, Begona Maria Sevilla Fernandez, Rafael Henriquez, *KINC*

Breaking News Coverage

- *Chaos Erupts at Donald Trump Rally*, Sarah Cowan, *KGTV*
- *Wildfires Sparked by Summer Scorcher*, Frances Fedoriska, *KGTV*
- *Donald Trump Rally in San Diego Turns Violent*, Lori Brown, *NBC 7 San Diego*
- *Brush Fire Comes Close to Homes*, Nina Thompson, Jason Guinter, *NBC 7 San Diego*
- *17 News Erskine Fire Breaking News*, Michael Trihey, *KGET*
- *Trump Protests Take Over Downtown San Diego*, Andrew Luria, Jenn Rhamy, Robert Burns, Maria Arcega-Dunn, *Fox 5 San Diego*
- *10 News Breaking Weather Alert*, Tiffani Lupenski, *KGTV*

General Assignment Report- Within 24 Hour

- *The Lemonade Stand*, Denise Rosch, George Enrique Romero, *KSNV*
- *It Was Worth Waiting For*, Joe Little, *KGTV*
General Assignment Report- No Time Limit

- The Bat Cave, Denise Rosch, George Enrique Romero, KSNV

Investigative Report – Single Story or Series

- Who Killed Kathleen Heisey?, Steve Womack, Olivia Lavoice, Michael Trihey, KGET
- Violator Valets, Dave Summers, Mark Leimbach, Lynn Walsh, Elroy Spatcher, NBC 7 San Diego
- Water District Printer Cartridge Scam, George Knapp, Matthew Adams, KLAS
- Monjas de la Marihuana, Eric Jiminez, Jorge Avila, Rafael Henriquez, KINC
- Tracking California’s Stolen Guns, Mari Payton, Lynn Walsh, Jay Yoo, NBC 7 San Diego
- Fraude Sin Limites, Olga Janette Mata, KINC
- Inocencia Interrumpida, Claudia Orozco, XHAS

News Special

- Presidential Debate at UNLV Preview, Kristen Kidman, Judith Greene, Christine Maddela, Cyndi Lundeberg, Eric Hilt, Kevin Bolinger, John Huck, Miguel Martinez-Valle, Ray Arzate, Doug Soule, Richard Thomas, Cristi Jessee, KVVU
- Officer De Guzman Funeral, David Villasenor, Claudine Contreras, NBC 7 San Diego
- Vegas is Hockey, Kristen Kidman, Judith Greene, Christine Maddela, John Huck, Kevin Bolinger, Les Krifaton, Elizabeth Watts, Levi Creeger, Robbie Hunt, Suzanne Herman, Richard Thomas, Miguel Martinez-Valle, KVVU
- Honoring a Local Hero: The Funeral Procession for a Fallen Navy Seal, Sydney Lampe, Fox 5 San Diego
- 8 News Now Remembers 9/11, Kody Stover, Christianne Klein, KLAS
- The Erskine Fire: One Month Later, Jeff Lenk, Jordan Marquez, KBAK
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- Caucus Presidencial Democrita Nevada, Martha Saldana, Rafael Contreras, Gabriel Preciado, Rafael Henriquez, Evelyn Pardo-Vinat, Kathia Lopez-Santos, Jorge Avila, Juan Ulises Juarez, KINC
- Forever Families, Alan Squires, Dave Courvoisier, KLAS

News- Arts/Entertainment – Single Story or Series

- Inside the Artist Studio, Marilyn Chung, The Desert Sun
- The Accidental Artist, Steve Atkinson, KGT
- Vegas Stripped: A Day in the Life of Frank Marino, Rachel Aston, Las Vegas Review
- Art to Combat the Challenge of Today’s Generation, Rachel Aston, Las Vegas Review
- Vegas Stripped: Graffiti Canvas Changes for ‘Saved’ Artist, Rachel Aston, Las Vegas Review
- KGET Merle Haggard, Michael Trihey, KGET
- Circus Collective, David Brooks, The San Diego Union Tribune
- Jazz at the Jacobs, Dave Scott, David Krueger, KUSI

News- Business/Consumer – Single Story or Series

- Dulce Frivolidad Jorge Avila, Giulianna Collato, KINC
- Ganando Dinero en la Red, Juan Ilises Juarez, KINC
- 8 On Your Side Consumer Reports, Michelle Mortensen, Sarita Kichok, KLAS
- Try it Before You Buy It, Michelle Mortensen, Sarita Kichok, KLAS
- Straight to Collections, Bob Hansen, Tom Jones, Erica Byers, NBC 7 San Diego
- The Need for Speed, Jim Snyder, Chris Jones, KSNV
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# News - Crime – Single Story or Series

- *Gaps in the Border Fence: Who’s Watching While You Sleep?*, Steve Atkinson, KGTV
- *Sin Justicia Ni Paz: El Homicidio de Pepe*, Antonio Rodriguez, KBLR
- *Super Drugs/The Battle*, Ray Arzate, Nathan O’Neal, KVVU

# News - Education – Single Story or Series

- *Donovan Productions*, Claudia Estephania Baez, Roberto Romero, XHAS
- *Reading, Writing and Accountability*, Adam Hillberry, Adam Racusin, KGTV
- *Mi Escuelita: Helping Children Heal*, Luis Cruz, Allison Sampite-Montecalvo, Lara Hochuli, Beto Alvarez, *The San Diego Union Tribune*
- *The Invisible Children*, Richard Allyn, James Mann, CBS News 8
- *Highlighting Hope*, Joe Little, KGTV

# News - Environment – Single Story or Series

- *Nuclear Storage Plans for San Onofre*, JW August, Lynn Walsh, NBC 7 San Diego
- *Mining the Grand*, Ray Arzate, Gai Phanalasy, Denise Rosch, KSNV
- *Desert Tortoise*, Denise Rosch, George Enrique Romero, KSNV

# News - Health Science – Single Story or Series

- *NARCAN: Helping or Hurting Heroin Users?*, Mari Payton, JW August, Tom Jones, Erica Byers, NBC 7 San Diego
- *A Mom and the Blood Transfusion that Nearly Killed Her*, Melissa Mecija, KGTV
- *Reno Man’s Suffering from Undiagnosed Disease Also Traps Mother*, Rachel Aston, Las Vegas Review
- *Ezekiel’s Strength*, Ray Arzate, Denise Rosch, KSNV
- *Hope for Parkinson’s Patients: Victims of Pesticides’ Dirty Little Secret*, Kimberly Hunt, KGTV
- *Vida Robada*, Benjamin Zamora, Cesar Contreras, KINC
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- **Stopping Alzheimer’s**, John Huck, Gai Phanalasy, KVVU
- **RPM**, Daniela Guichenne, KBNT
- **Experimental Drug Gives Cancer Patient Hope**, Robert Santos, KGT
- **Ella**, Rachel Aston, Las Vegas Review

**News - Historical/Cultural – Single Story or Series**

- **75 Years Later, Keeping Pearl Harbor Memories Alive**, Luis Cruz, Howard Lipin, Misael Virgen, Peter Rowe, Lauren Flynn, David Brooks, *The San Diego Union Tribune*
- **Lost Sunken Ship Reappears 80 Years Later off Coronado**, Gary Buzel, CW 6 San Diego
- **An Intimate Look into a Post-Castro Cuba**, Candice Nguyen, NBC 7 San Diego
- **KGET September 11 – 15th Anniversary**, Michael Trihey, KGET
- **Humanitarian Crisis in Tijuana**, Abigail Alford, Francisco Ramos-Moreno, Kenny McGregor, CBS News 8
- **Elvis Leaving Las Vegas**, Sergio Avila, Kenny Ramis, KSNV
- **Nuestros Heroes Super Mama**, Anya Arechiga, KINC
- **A Closer Look at the Life of Dolores Huerta**, Christina Lopez, KGET
- **High Life Living**, Marcella Lee, Kenny McGregor, CBS NEWS 8
- **Underwater Tombstones Preserve La Jolla Cove Diver’s Legacy**, Jordan Whitley, Fox 5 San Diego

**News - Human Interest - Single Story or Series**

- **Rise in Domestic Violence**, Marilyn Chung, *The Desert Sun*
- **Inspirational Uber Driver**, Erica Fox, Rafael Morales, Fox 5 San Diego
- **Living Without a Home**, Marilyn Chung, *The Desert Sun*
- **Los Hijos De La Frontera**, Francisco Fajardo-Nungaray, Roberto Romero, KBNT
- **Marcados Por El Destino**, Jorge Avila, Rafael Contreras, Eduardo Vargas, Evelyn Pardo-Vinat, Gabriel Preciado, KINC
- **Regalo De Vida**, Jorge Avila, Rosario Grajales, Gabriel Preciado, KINC
- **In Their Words**, Greg Bledsoe, NBC 7 San Diego
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- Gang Banging at 10, out at 13, Rachel Aston, Las Vegas Review
- Cathedral Picture, Steven Luke, NBC 7 San Diego

News – Politics/Government – Single Story or Series

- Deported Mother Makes New Life in Tijuana, Lauren Flynn, Peggy Peattie, Luis Cruz, San Diego Union Tribune
- Dead Man on Construction Site Casts Doubt on ‘Broken’ OSHA System, Adam Herbets, Jason Westerhaus, KVVU
- Health District Fails on Inspections and Covers It Up, George Knapp, Matthew Adams, KLAS
- Justice Delayed, Ray Arzate, Sergio Avila, KVVU

News - Religion - Single Story or Series

- Until I See Jesse Again, Christine Maddela, Ray Arzate, KVVU

News - Military - Single Story or Series

- Dolphin Deaths, Was The Navy Responsible?, JW August, NBC 7 San Diego
- USMC Immersion Training: Combat Ready, Nichelle Medina, Kenny McGregor, CBS News 8
- Camp Pendleton: Where the Bison Roam, Nichelle Medina, Kenny McGregor, CBS News 8

News - Technology - Single Story or Series

- Team 10 reveals iPhone Technology to First Responders, Melissa Mecija, KGTV
- Tips and Tricks for a Stronger WiFi Connection, Kelley Moody, Kent Kay, KESQ
- I Know Where Your Cat Lives, Emily Valdez, KGTV
- Flood Spot App: Does it Work?, Katie Boer, KLAS
- Technology to Preserve Water in Lake Mead, Eric Jimenez, KINC
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Sports - News - Single Story or Series – 24 Hours

• En Busca De La Gloria, Eduardo Vargas, Kathia Lopez-Santos, Rafael Henriquez, KINC
• Rio Olympics, Steven Luke, NBC 7 San Diego
• A Field of Its Own, Joe Little, KGT
• That’s SO Malcom, Sharon Heilbrunn, David Brooks, Alejandro Tamayo, The San Diego Union-Tribune
• The Heart of a Team Manager, Derek Opina, KSBY

Sports – Daily or Weekly Program or Special

• Life on the Line: It’s About the Journey, Patricia Kelikani, James Pendorf, Erik Edstrom, Michael Wolcott, Cosmin Cosma, Mound City Films
• Behind The Vegas Ice, Jacque Levy, Levy Production Group
• Game Time Ready, John DeBello, Loma Media

Sports - Interview/Discussion

• 19 Memories - A Tribute To Tony Gwynn, Jacob Santos, Mark Sweeney, Jeffrey Byle, Kimberly Pletyak, Henry Ford, Fox Sports San Diego

Sports - Event/Game - Live/Unedited

• 2016 Monster Energy Cup, Michael Prince, Dave Prater, Kenyon Blower, Chris Bond, Jeff Manhart, Tim A. Watson, Doreen Murray, Brian Lockwood, Feld Motor Sports
• Padres Game - Opening Day, Jason Lewis, Michael Oddino, Kimberly Pletyak, Jeffrey Byle, FOX Sports San Diego
• Padres Game - Dick Enberg Final Game At Home, Nicholas Davis, Michael Oddino, Kimberly Pletyak, Jason Lewis, FOX Sports San Diego
Documentary

- *Life on the Line: San Bernardino Strong*, Keturah Reed, Michael Wolcott, Erik Edstrom, Cosmin Cosma, Patricia Kelikani, *Mound City Films*
- *The Border*, Christine Maddela, Rich Scallan, Ray Arzate Christopher Goss, KVVU

Education/Schools - Program/Special - no nominations in this category

Arts/Entertainment - Program/Special

- *Soldier Songs*, Timothy Powell, John Decker, David Bennett, *KPBS*
- *San Diego Youth Symphony - Road to China*, Timothy Powell, *Production Center for Documentary and Drama*
- *Palm Springs Short Fest Preview Show*, Andrew Johnston, *KPSE*

Interview/Discussion - Program or Special

- *SDLIVE - Episode 111 - Dick Enberg*, Loy Maxon, James Tom Connole, Mike Pomeranz, Kimberly Pletyak, Jeffrey Byle, *Fox Sports San Diego*
- *Padres Season Preview - Andy Green*, Tyler Sellars, Max Michalak, Kimberly Pletyak, Jeffrey Byle, *Fox Sports San Diego*

Health/Science - Program or Special

Historical/Cultural - Program or Special

- Outdoor Nevada - Episode Saddle Up, Fabiana Ubben, John Burke, Heather Caputo, John Lloyd, Hayley Etter, Matt Christensen, Jeremy Helal, Vegas PBS
- La Morenita, Aurelia Fierros, KBLR

Informational/Instructional - Program or Special

- En El Cumplimiento Del Deber, Jorge Avila, Olga Janette Mata, KINC
- A Growing Passion - Beneficial Insects, Marianne Gerdes, AGP Productions
- A Growing Passion - Flowers and Floats - The Rose Parade, Marianne Gerdes, AGP Productions
- A Growing Passion - Bye Bye Grass, Marianne Gerdes, AGP Productions
- District Elections In Garden Grove, Marie Moran, Jeffrey Davis, Garden Grove TV

Magazine Program/Special

- Padres All Star Memories, Tom Catlin, Fox Sports San Diego
- Heart of Vegas-Episode 6, Jacquie Levy, Levy Production Group

Short Format Program

- Mourning Michael, Marianne Bates, Toni Towe, Amalgamated Grommets
- Desocupar Los Albergues: Clear the Shelters, Xochitl Sandoval, KBLR
- The Answer, Marianne Bates, Amalgamated Grommets
- When Wrong Is Right, Kevin Caulfield, Top of the Line Media
- The List, Michael Towe, Michael Brueggemeyer, Marianne Bates, Amalgamated Grommets
- That is My Casa, Paul Alexander Juutilainen, De Facto Fiction Films
Military - Program or Special

- Workshops for Warriors: Scott and Michelle, Michael Towe, Amanda DiSilvestro, M2 Digital Post Inc.

Public/Current/Community Affairs - Program or Special

- Ending Homelessness, A Light at the End of the Tunnel, David Riggleman, KCLV
- Heart of Vegas- Episode 4, Jacque Levy, Levy Production Group

Special Events Coverage (other than News or Sports)

- New Year’s Eve: Countdown to 2017, Ian Russell, Kirsten Joyce, Troy Christensen, Henry Vazquez, Brian Loftus, Gene A. Sugano, Peter Lipphardt, Kody Stover, Tim Foley, Bill Roe, KLAS
- Explore TO - Conejo Valley Days 60th Anniversary, Richard D. Swingler, City of Thousand Oaks, TOTV
- Cox Presents: A Salute to Teachers, Carla Jean Hockey, Deborah Davis-Gillespie, Cox Communications

Lifestyle Program - Program/Special

- Private Islands: Laamu, Tabitha Lipkin, AWE TV
- Private Islands: St. Lucia, Tabitha Lipkin, AWE TV
- Sam the Cooking Guy - My Favorite Things Day, Sandra Torres, Shannon Hull, Michael Spaulding, Sam Zien, Channel 4 San Diego

Technology - Program/Special - no nominations in this category
Community/Public Service (PSAs) - Single Spot/Campaign

- *Playtime*, Kristina Kalchev, Ryan Beaton, Kevin Caulfield, Jessie Barron, Cinemotion Pictures
- *Father & Son - Closed Captioning*, Sergio Rodriguez, Levy Lemus, KVVU
- *Chula Vista - 3,000 Mile Myth PSA*, Marlee J Ehrenfeld, MJE Marketing
- *Did You Know? - "Procedural Justice"*, Dane Wygal, Jan Bullard, Larry Ellsworth, Raegan Matthews, *Digital OutPost*

Promotion - News Promo - Single Spot

- *Super Bowl 50 Halftime Spot*, Nikki Wasserman, Henry Vazquez, Peter Lipphardt, David Isbell, KLAS
- *NBC 7 Weather Image "You Can’t Get Weather Like This"*, Heather Luskie, Dylan Gerber, Erik Naso, Edward Wohl, *NBC 7 San Diego*

Promotion - News Promo - Campaign/Image

- *CBS News 8 San Diego Nights*, Michael Stewart, *CBS News 8*
- *Who’s Up With Us?*, Donna M. Dube, *CBS News 8*
- *Tedd Said*, Gene A. Sugano, Henry Vasquez, KLAS
- *Good Day Jingle*, Nikki Wasserman, Henry Vazquez, Peter Lipphardt, KLAS
Promotion – Program – Single Spot/Campaign

- Padres Opening Day 2016, Cheryl Gorman, Fox Sports San Diego
- Every Seat Has A Story, Cheryl Gorman, Fox Sports San Diego
- Wherever You Go, Cheryl Gorman, Fox Sports San Diego

Commercial - Single Spot

- Pabst Blue Ribbon - American Traditions, Brent Altomare, Groovy Like a Movie
- Padres Membership, Kevin Dodge, Brendan Nieto, Wayne Partello, Daniel Canepa, Nial Nelson-Hopkins, Katie Jackson, Randy Wesley, Darryl Mendoza, JJ Quinn, Nicole Miller, San Diego Padres
- UC San Diego Health - Jacobs Medical Center Digital Mapping Video, Aaron Byzak, Michelle Brubaker, UC San Diego Health

Commercial – Campaign

- KFM*BFM Switch, Michael Stewart, CBS News 8
- San Diego County Fair - Mad About the Fair Campaign, Brent Altomare, Ryan Trenhaile, Sisco Estrada, Stephen Scavulli, Groovy Like a Movie

Graphic Arts – Graphics

- The New PPR: Second Iteration, Michael Hacker, KUSI
- Life on the Line: Show Open, Erik Edstrom, Mound City Films

Graphics Arts – Animation - No nominations in this category

Graphic Arts - Art Direction/Set Design – No nominations in this category
Audio

• **Salute to Teachers**, Donn Johnson, Cox Media
• *Less Than Jake “Soundtrack Of My Life”* - A Red Trolley Show, Henrique Landim, Rowlbertos Media
• *Birdy Bardot “Possibilities”* - A Red Trolley Show, Henrique Landim, Rowlbertos Media
• 2016 Audio Composite - Rodrigo Espinosa, Rodrigo Espinoza, NBC 7 San Diego
• *The Border*, Ray Arzate, KVVU
• *Anthony Green “Better Half”* - A Red Trolley Show, Henrique Landim, Rowlbertos Media

Musical Composition

• *The List*, Michael Towe, Kenseth Thibideau, Amalgamated Grommets
• *Stories of The Sharp Experience, Episode 15*, Ben Eshbach, Badami and Associates

Director – Newscast

• *KSBY Director Composite*, Frankie Van Hooser, KSBY
• *NBC 7 San Diego News Midday*, MaryEllen Eagelston, NBC 7 San Diego
• *Director Composite*, Conor Lawrence Volk, CW 6 San Diego
• *NBC 7 San Diego News Midday*, MaryEllen Eagelston, NBC 7 San Diego

**Director - Live or Recorded Live- no nominations in this category**

**Director – Non Live (Post Produced)**

• *Stories of The Sharp Experience, Episode 15*, Rich Underwood, Badami and Associates
• *That is My Casa*, Paul Alexander Juutilainen, De Facto Fiction Films
• *Con Boys*, Ryan Casselman, A Focus Group
• *Life on the Line: San Bernardino Strong*, Patricia Kelikani, Mound City Films
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Director - Short Form – *still being judged*

Director - APC Operator

• *Breaking News: Balboa Naval Hospital Lockdown*, Mary Ellen Eagelston, NBC 7 San Diego
• *APC Composite*, Conor Lawrence Volk, CW 6 San Diego

Director - Technical Director

• *Christopher Martin Maue Composite*, Christopher Maue, KPBS
• *Technical Director – James “Tom” Connole*, James “Tom” Connole, Fox Sports San Diego
• *Technical Directing– November 16, 2016 11pm*, German Andres Gonzalez, KBLR

Editor (Within 24 hours) – News

• *He Edits And He Knows Things - Another Composite By Ray Arzate*, Ray Arzate, KVVU

Editor (No time limit) – News

• *Chris Jones Editing KSNV*, Chris Jones, KSNV
• *Editing Composite*, David Pickering, KGT
• *The Border*, Ray Arzate, KVVU
Editor (No time limit) - Program (Non-news)

- Stories of The Sharp Experience, Episode 15, Kevin G. King, Badami and Associates
- Workshops for Warriors: Scott and Michelle, Michael Towe, M2 Digital Post
- The List, Michael Towe, M2 Digital Post
- The Joy Formidable - “The Last Thing On My Mind” - A Red Trolley Show, Andrew Rowley, Rowlbertos Media
- Life on the Line: Season 3, Michael Wolcott, Erik Edstrom, Patricia Kelikani, James Pendorf, Mound City Films
- That is My Casa, Paul Alexander Juutilainen, De Facto Fiction Films
- Program Editor - Andrew Hartley, Andrew Hartley, Fox Sports San Diego

Editor (No time limit) - Short Form

- The New PPR: Second Iteration, Michael Hacker, KUSI
- Donna M Dube Editing composite, Donna M. Dube, CBS News 8
- Life on the Line: Show Open, Erik Edstrom, Mound City Films
- Cymer Foosball/Midway/Cymer Founders, Andy Larson, NBC 7 San Diego
- 2016 Padres Opening Day Hype Video - Nial Nelson-Hopkins, San Diego Padres
- 2016 Promotion Compilation - Michael Stewart, CBS News 8

Lighting

- A Salute To Teachers 2016, Jeff Ravitz, Cox Media
- Super Bowl 50 Halftime Spot, Peter Lipphardt, KLAS
- Light of the Seven... another Game of Thrones Reference for Ray Arzate’s composite, Ray Arzate, KVVU
On-Camera Talent – Anchor

- Andrew Luria - News Anchor, Andrew Luria, Fox 5 San Diego
- Alejandra Ortiz: On Camera Talent Anchor, Alejandra Ortiz Chagin, KBLR
- An Anchor’s Two Decade Privilege to Shed Light, Kimberly Hunt, KGT
- Amazing On Camera Anchor, Begona Maria Sevilla Fernandez, KINC
- Brian Shlonsky Breaks The Mold as a Dynamic Breaking News Anchor, Brian Shlonsky, KGT
- Kathleen Bade - Evening News Anchor, Kathleen Bade, Fox 5 San Diego
- Gabriel Preciado, Gabriel Preciado, KINC

On-Camera Talent – Reporter

- Alexander Zapata Talento en Cámara, Alexander Zapata, KBLR
- Luis Cruz Reporting, Luis Cruz, The San Diego Union-Tribune
- On Camera Talent -Reporter Las Vegas, Juan Ulises Juarez, KINC
- I Want To Win This For My Boys, Joe Little, KGT
- Your Window to the Story, Liberty Zabala, NBC 7 San Diego
- Bree Steffen, Reporter, Bree Steffen, KGT
- KINC 15 - Nevada Las Vegas Begona Sevilla Reporter, Begona Maria Sevilla Fernandez, KINC
- Brian Shlonsky Reporter Montage, Brian Shlonsky, KGT
- Candice Nguyen - Talent Reporter, Candice Nguyen, NBC 7 San Diego
- It’s More Than News - Jessica Chen, Jessica Chen, KGT
- Luis Cruz Reporting - Luis Cruz, The San Diego Union-Tribune

On-Camera Talent – Sports

- Make ’Em Laugh..., Tabitha Lipkin, Fox Sports San Diego
- Frederik Oldenburg Sports Anchor - Frederik Oldenburg, KBLR
• Sharon Annette Heilbrunn -- Sports Reporter - Sharon Heilbrunn, The San Diego Union Tribune

On-Camera Talent – Weather

• What Weather Happens In Vegas..., Katie Boer, KLAS
• Primer Alerta: Adriana Guzman Weather Anchor - Adriana Guzman, KBLR
• Weather in Las Vegas, 2016. Really. There is actual weather in Las Vegas - Kevin Janison, KSNV
• Where’s El Nino?, Megan Parry, KGT

On-Camera Talent – Program Host/Moderator

• Not Everyone Agrees with Steve Breen - Stephen Breen, The San Diego Union Tribune
• Rachel Smith: Host of MORE and MORE Access in Vegas - Rachel Smith, KVVU
• Sean McAllister Host Composite, Sean McAllister, KVVU
• Program Host - Mike Pomeranz - Mike Pomeranz, Fox Sports San Diego

Photographer – News

• In Their Words - Greg Bledsoe, NBC 7 San Diego
• The Border - Ray Arzate, KVVU
• Zach Wonderlie - Photographer Composite, Zachary Wonderlie, KGT
• Winter Is Here!!! The Composite Of Ray Arzate, Ray Arzate, KVVU
• Adrian’s News Photographer Reel, Adrian Carmona, KGT

Photographer – Sports

• Adrian’s Sports Photographer Reel, Adrian Carmona, KGT
Photographer – Program (Non-News)

- *Life on the Line: Season 3*, Erik Edstrom, Michael Wolcott, Cosmin Cosma, *Mound City Films*
- *Stories of The Sharp Experience, Episode 15*, Gabrielle Paciorek, *Badami and Associates*

Photographer - Short Form (Promos, PSAs, Commercials, Opens, etc.)

- *Super Bowl 50 Halftime Spot*, Peter Lipphardt, KLAS
- *Padres Membership*, Kevin Dodge, *San Diego Padres*
- *Hey! Naso Shot This*, Erik Naso, *NBC 7 San Diego*
- *Cymer/Midway/Energy Upgrade*, Andy Larson, *NBC 7 San Diego*
- *Cymer Foosball* - Andy Larson, Erik Naso, *NBC 7 San Diego*

Video Essay (Single Camera Only)

- *Nuestros Heroes*, Maribel Solache, Paulina Castro, *KBNT*
- *Fire Departments Busiest Night 4th of July*, Peter Dawson, KVVU
- *Tim Hahn’s Video Essay 2016* - Timothy Hahn, KGTV
- *Nuestros Héros- Richard Nares, Paulina Castro, KBNT*
- *Help For Ray*, Erica Byers, *NBC 7 San Diego*
- *The Art of the Brick*, David Pickering, KGTV
- *Video*, Adam Hillberry, KGTV
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Writer – News

- RPM, Daniela Guichenne, KBNT
- We Write in TV News?, Adam Racusin, KGT
- REED. WRITES. RIO., Reed Abplanalp-Cowan, KSNV
- The Border, Christine Maddela, Fox 5 Las Vegas
- I Know Where Your Cat Lives, Emily Valdez, KGT

Writer - Program (Non-News)

- Opening Day Tease with Dick Enberg, Dick Enberg, Jason Lewis, Fox Sports San Diego
- Dick Enberg Essay- Ode To Baseball, Dick Enberg, Fox Sports San Diego

Writer - Short Form (Promos, PSAs, Commercials, Opens, etc.)

- USD Champions of Change, Patricia Elwood, CBS News 8
- Mourning Michael, Marianne Bates, Amalgamated Grommets
- Hire Us, Preston Roeschlein, Rowlbertos Media
- NBC 7 Topical and Sweeps promo writing composite, Josh Kleppinger, NBC 7 San Diego
- Indistinguishable – PSA, Kevin Caulfield, Top of The Line Media
- Jacobs Medical Center Digital Mapping Video, Aaron Byzak, Michelle Brubaker, UC San Diego Health
- Henry Vazquez Writer Composite, Henry Vazquez, KLAS
- The Lore Behind the Roar, Donna Dube, CBS News 8
- First 5 San Diego - Activites PSA, Marlee J Ehrenfeld, MJE Marketing
Video Journalist - Within 24 Hours

- Abrazando La Vida De Una Manera Diferente, Juan Ulises Juarez, KINC
- Dog Poop and Black Widows, Robert Santos, KGT
- I’m Going to Kill These Coyotes, Joe Little, KGT
- Somebody Has to Speak Up On This, Joe Little, KGT

Video Journalist – No Time Limit

- Greg Bledsoe – Compilation, Greg Bledsoe, NBC 7 San Diego
- Donny Youngblood’s Stolen Guns, Adam Herbets, KBAK
- Cowan & Crooks In Rio, Reed Abplanalp-Cowan, Adrian Crooks, KSNV
Student Programming – Newscast

- *North County News, Anissa Ocansey, Palomar College*

Student Programming – News General Assignment – *no nominations in this category*

Student Programming – Long Form (Fiction/Non-Fiction)

- *Those Were the Days, Dylan Shults, College of Southern Nevada*
- *Until the End, Bryan Paulson, College of Southern Nevada*
- *Home- A Story of a Homeless Veteran, Billy Ward, College of Southern Nevada*

Student Programming – Short Form (Fiction/Non-Fiction)

- *Never Tap Out, David Hanbridge, College of Southern Nevada*
- *Letters Home, Randy Sly, College of Southern Nevada*
- *The Artist and The Plodder, Brian Trawick College of Southern Nevada*

Student Programming - Sports Program

- *Prep Sports Live 11/1/16, Marcus Williams, Palomar College*
- *Rebel Report - Spring 2016, Cassie Soto, Summer Crawley, Laura Lancellotti, Luis Negrete, UNLV*

Student Programming – Public Service (PSAs) - *no nominations in this category*

Student Programming – Commercial

- *Digital Broadcast Arts Program, Jon Beltz, Palomar College*
Student Craft - Animation/Graphics/Special Effects

- Lab Save, Yonus Ford, College of Southern Nevada

Student Craft - Writing

- Until the End (Documentary), Bryan Paulson, College of Southern Nevada
- The Artist and The Plodder, Brian Trawick, College of Southern Nevada
- Indigo Valley, Romance Barragan, College of Southern Nevada
- Those were the days, Dylan Shults, College of Southern Nevada

Student Craft – Photographer

- The Artist and The Plodder, Brian Trawick, College Of Southern Nevada
- Those Were the Days, Dylan Shults, College Of Southern Nevada
- Home- A Story of a Homeless Veteran, Billy Ward, College Of Southern Nevada
- Holes in the Desert, Dale Eggert, College of Southern Nevada
- Indigo Valley, Romance Barragan, Noah Kiri, College Of Southern Nevada

Student Craft – Editor

- Sleepwalking, Violet Baldwin, College of Southern Nevada
- Lydia: A Tale of Survival, Brett Caroline Levner, UNLV
- Those Were the Days, Dylan Shults, College of Southern Nevada
- Never Tap Out, David Hanbridge, College of Southern Nevada
- Until the End, Zachary Honea, College of Southern Nevada
- 19 The Artist and The Plodder, Brian Trawick, College of Southern Nevada
Student Craft – Director

- *Until the End (Documentary)*, Bryan Paulson, College of Southern Nevada
- *Never Tap Out*, David Hanbridge, College of Southern Nevada
- *Indigo Valley*, Romance Barragan, College of Southern Nevada
- *The Artist and The Plodder*, Brian Trawick, College of Southern Nevada